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Avanline has continuously invested a lot of manpower and resources in the R&D of key 
technologies such as imaging and lighting for more than 10 years.
Therefore, our products provide excellent optical system and imaging quality. 
At present, our videoscopes and related products have been widely used in all aspects of industry
 and certain medical field.

We have also successfully built several modular platforms AEMA, which 
can easily realize product customization and expansion,improve production efficiency 
and reliability, and bring significant economic benefits to our users. 



Excellent Operating Performance
Easy to connect to a mobile phone or PC for display and no
external power supply or battery is needed.

Locking Paddle

CL Series
> Million Clear Image Quality
> High Temperature Applicable Environment
> Own Cleaning Function
> Lightweight and Portable without Charging

The handle is provided with a locking paddle, which can lock the 
bending part of the leading end of the insertion tube at a specific angle.

High Temperature Resistance

The patented design of the cooling system allows the 
probe to reach into the body at a max. 300 ° C for
internal detection, which is convenient for 
connection and greatly shortens the maintenance time.

Cleaning function
Through the flexible insertion pipe and the bending 
part of the front end, the cleaning liquid can be 
accurately sprayed to the parts that are difficult to 
reach Compatible with OD 2.0 & 2.4 nozzles.

X: No ItemCL Series:
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Model CS40 CS60 

Inser�on Tube 
OD 4.0mm 6.0mm 

Length 1.0M 1.0M 

Effec�ve Pixels H1280 X V720 H1280 X V720 

FOV 120° 120° 

DOV 10mm-infi. 10mm-infi. 

Illumina�on Leds 

Monitor 4.5 inch LCD 
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X

Model CX40 CX60 

Inser�on Tube 
OD 4.0mm 6.0mm 

Length 1.0M 1.0M 

Effec�ve Pixels H1280 X V720 H1280 X V720 

FOV 120° 120° 

DOV 15mm-infi. 10mm-infi. 

Illumina�on Leds 
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Model CA40 CA60 CA85 

Inser�on Tube 
OD 4.0mm 6.0mm 8.5mm 

Length 1.0M 1.0M 1.0M 

Working channel x x ID: 2.8mm 

Effec�ve Pixels H1280 X V720 H1280 X V720 H1280 X V720 

FOV 120° 120° 120° 

DOV 10mm-infi. 10mm-infi. 10mm-infi. 

Illumina�on Leds 

Monitor 4.5 inch LCD 



WiFi connection to mobile phone

CW Series
With excellent mechanical engineering design and excellent image output, 
imagesare presented to intelligent terminals through WIFI. 
CW series may appear in various application scenarios of modern industry, 
scientific research, art and daily life.

●Excellent Ergonomics
●Streamlined Fuselage
●Easy Operation

USB connection to a computer

CW Series: X: No Item
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CT Series
★Excellent Image
★Multi-probe adaptability
★Effective Cost Control

The cooling device can be customized to
 meet the operation under high temperature.

Excellent man-machine relationship can easily 
control and lock the distal bending angle.

The CT series can be popularized in various industrial fields.

The special flexible insertion tube is equipped with a very thin 
probe, which can pass through the winding complex cavity. Built-in wifi function can transmit images to remote smart phones.

CT Series: X: No Item
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DA Series

Unique Patented Omnidirectional Control Mechanism

The unique patented omnidirectional control mechanism 
design can realize accurate guidance through the 
central control lever. 
Without electric drive, the reliability of operation 
is greatly improved. 
The locking slide key can bend the distal probe Lock the angle 
and locate the doubtful points for further study and judgment.

Provided with an elastic arc tail ensures that a palm can 
also fit perfectly with the handle.

With sapphire glass protection, optical fiber illumination output, 
and the 2.8mm extremely thin wear-resistant probe, 
the series can explore easily in harsh and narrow space.

WiFi function can transmit the image to the remote smart phones 
in real time, making team cooperation more convenient.

Probe whose front-end direction can be accurately controlled 
with one hand by Joystick, perfect combination of 
high performance and economy, all in handheld DA series .

DA Series: X: No Item
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NG Series

X: No ItemNG Series:

Unique Locking Hook with Dual-function

Flick down to lock the bending part of the distal probe, and 
release to be used as a hook to hang the device vertically.

Adjust the BRT button to perfectly show the details of 
the highlight or dark part of the workpiece.

The built-in gyro chip can sense the orientation of the probe in space, 
and can be used for accurate positioning of defects through icon display.

Equipped with cooling device, the probe can enter 
the high-temperature area for observation.

Two Mega pixeles camera restores real images, 
built-in gyro chip, with excellent lighting output,
and many outstanding performances.
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SV Series

The display can be folded or rotated. The display can be separated, and the handle can be 
replaced quickly through the quick connection connector.

The rear-mounted high-power light source, 
supplemented by highly efficient conductive optical fibers, 
makes the series obtain stronger makes the series obtain stronger 
and more stable lighting output.

High definition touch screen makes menu operation simple and fast.

The powerful graffiti function can be used to mark defective parts. The working channel is equipped with special tools to 
extract foreign matters or fallen objects in the workpiece Small parts.

X: No ItemSV Series:

The 5-inch high-resolution touch screen,
 high-power light source and high-efficiency light guide fiber
 which provide powerful illumination and 
the advanced lens design, powerful image processing chip, 
all these guarantee the excellent image quality of SV series.
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Model SA20 SA28 SA30 SA40 SA60 

Inser�on Tube 
OD 2.0mm 2.8mm 3.0mm side view 4.0mm 6.0mm 

Length STD 1.1M 
Max. 2M 

STD 1.2M 
Max. 3M 

STD 1.2M 
Max. 3M 

STD 1.5M 
Max. 3M 

STD 1.5M 
Max. 3M 

Effec�ve Pixels H400 X V400 H400 X V400 H400 X V400 H1280 X V720 H1920 X V1080 

FOV 120° 120° 120° 120° 90° 

DOV 3-50mm 5-100mm 3-50mm 8-120mm 15-200mm

Illumina�on Leds Glass Fiber Leds Glass Fiber Glass Fiber 

Monitor 5 inch Touch Screen LCD 


